
CONNECT CONTROL BAR
CLEAN. LIGHT. SAFE.

TECHNOLOGY 5th line Control Bar

FOCUS Freeride, Touring, Progression

SKILLS Beginner - Expert

SIZES 50cm 

FEATURES

Quick Release 3.0
Compact design push away quick release with a simple and 
ergonomic safety activation, approved by the French norm.

Light Bar Stick
Weighing just 0.34kg, the bar stick is conical shaped, cove-
red with EVA grip and with soft shock-resistant bar ends.

Clam-Cleat Adjuster
Smooth and precise adjustment of the front lines with a 
short handle.

B-Safe System ready
The CONNECT Bar comes set up with the 5th line, which is 
necessary for use with the B-Safe system. 

Tuning Options
Simple shortening of the back lines via the knot connecti-
ors under the bar floaters, as well as the ability to adjust 
the length of the flying lines by removing the 7m extensi-
ons without affecting safety. 

The CONNECT Control Bar is tidy, lightweight and safe. 
Configured to use our B-Safe security system, it features 
7 + 14m flying lines with a high split Y. The lightweight bar 
stick is equipped with soft bar ends and offers great com-
fort, smooth steering whilst depowering, as well as maxi-
mum safety during your session.



USP CONNECT BAR
• SMOOTH STEERING AND DEPOWERING
• 5TH LINE CONTROL BAR SUPPORTS  
 THE B-SAFE SYSTEM
• HIGH COMFORT DUE TO EVA GRIP  
 AND SOFT BAR ENDS
• SIMPLE MAINTENANCE WITH EXCHANGEABLE  
 WEARING PARTS
• BEST VALUE FOR MONEY 
• SHORT SAFETY LEASH

FOUNDATION FOR EVERY SMART SHOPPER

FLYSURFER has created a bar option for the smart shop-
per, looking to maximise value at a lower pricepoint. The 
CONNECT bar is the heart of the new progression / freeride 
line-up, which aims to be accessible for all, from beginners 
all the way up to adventurers and every service provider 
who wants to establish himself in kite sports. FLYSURFER 
offers great value to its customers and the CONNECT bar 
underlines this as the first product line of our new control 
bar systems.

MARKETING
TOURING 
At 0.84 kg complete the CONNECT Bar is the lightest FLY-
SURFER control system.

FREERIDE
Extremely smooth steering will keep you inspired every 
session.

PROGRESSION
Durability is an important part of everyday use, FLYSUR-
FER focus on functionality and low wear of components, 
the CONNECT BAR is unbeaten in price / performance and 
a must for every kite school.

SAFETY 
Soft bar ends prevent injury and damage to equipment, 
and our QR 3.0 is approved by the French norm.

SOCIAL MEDIA TAGS
#besafe #getconnected #incontrol #flysystem 
#flysurfer #flysurferkiteboarding
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FAQ FOR CONNECT BAR SYSTEM
Is the CONNECT Bar working with other Flysurfer products? 
No; the CONNECT Bar is only working with the PEAK4 product line so far.

Is the CONNECT Bar also available as 4-line a setup?
No, the CONNECT Bar will only be available as a 5-line setup. 

Is FLYSURFER working on new products which are supported by the CONNECT Bar?
Yes in short future there will be a new version of the VIRON, which is working perfectly with the CONNECT Bar.

Does the B-Safe System replace the Reef-Line Safety System?
Yes all our 5-line supported safety systems will be called B-Safe in the future. We want you, to be safe out there.

Will there be a 5-line setup upgrade kit for the INFINITY Control Bar?
No; there will be no upgrade kit for the INFINITY Control Bar.

Can I use the B-Safe System with my INFINITY Bar?
No, you can not use the B-Safe System and we do not recommend a work around, for safety reasons. 

Which control bar is compatible with the B-Safe System? 
The B-Safe system can be activated with any 5th line safety control bar which has equal length flying lines. To do this, 
the enclosed set of PEAK4 B-Safe top lines need to be connected to the kite and the 5th line. 

To get the most out of my new PEAK4, I have to buy a CONNECT Bar?! 
The PEAK4 is fully functional with any Front Line Safety system (FLS). You are safe and have all the benefits of the new wing. 
On top the CONNCET Bar weight is only 0,84 kg including flying lines and therefore it fits much better to the PEAK4 product 
line. But to answer your question shortly, yes to get the most out of your PEAK4, you want to have the CONNECT Bar.

Is it possible to attach the CONNECT Bar to PEAK3 or SOUL kite?
No you can not use the bar. Technically, the B-Safe system does not work with the product lines PEAK1/2/3, SONIC, 
SPEED, VIRON and SOUL. 


